

Oopsy! Something went wrong!


Type:  expression 

Messages:
invalid variable declaration [
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Has anybody experienced errors when trying to open a file through the RDS plugin?? I have, and don't know why. Here is a screenshot of the error with the Error Log open so you can see the errors. Please let me know if this is my error or a bug.
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I notice you are on the Mac. I have the same issue on the mac, but not PC.
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I have not tried it on the PC yet Ray, but yes it is definetely MAC related. Have you had any problems with the latest cfeclipse plugin with the snippets view. I also get an error on the MAC, have not tried it on the pc yet.
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Snippets do work well for me.
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Ray,
What version of cfeclipse are you using, I am using com.rohanclan.cfml_1.2.1 which was a nightly build I downloaded. I am going to try to get the nightly build again anyways.
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I am having the same issue on the PC using Eclipse 3.2. Any resolutions?
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Not that I know of. I still have to try the final plugins.
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I was gonna start searching through the archives for a resolution. I am on a PC and have the same problem at work and at home. I can't wait to figure out why I have all these little issues (still having issues with files on mapped drives at work) because I love cfeclipse and wish to use nothing else.
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According to Dean from Adobe (cfreport.org), the RDS plugins only work with Eclipse 3.1.x. The newly released Eclipse 3.2.x is not yet supported by the Flex Tool (and therefore all of the plugins) but will be at some point. A real shame, given the CFEclipse's beta requires 3.2 and it is much cooler. Here is Dean's comments as a reference: http://www.cfreport.org/index.cfm/2006/7/3/ColdFusion--Flex-Builder#comments
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Ahhhh, that is why!!!
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* The full robust errors can be seen by switching the coldbox.customErrorTemplate in your configuration file (/config/ColdBox.cfc) to
"/coldbox/system/exceptions/BugReport.cfm" or "/coldbox/system/exceptions/Whoops.cfm" and reloading the application.



